ABSTRACT: Climate change effects on marine ecosystems involve various stressors, pre dominantly temperature, hypoxia and CO 2 , all of which may combine with further anthropogenic stressors such as pollutants. All life forms respond to these drivers, following potentially common principles, which are insufficiently understood. Specific understanding may be most advanced in animals where the concept of 'oxygen and capacity dependent thermal tolerance' (OCLTT) is an integrator of various effects, linking molecular to ecosystem levels of biological organisation. Recent studies confirm OCLTT involvement in the field, causing changes in species abundance, biogeographical ranges, phenology and species predominance. At the wholeanimal level, performance capacity set by aerobic scope and energy budget, building on baseline energy turnover, links fitness (within a thermal window) and functioning at the ecosystem level. In variable environments like the intertidal zone, animals also exploit their capacity for passive tolerance. While presently the temperature signal appears predominant in the field, effects may well involve other stressors, acting synergistically by narrowing the aerobic OCLTT window. Recent findings support the OCLTT concept as a common physiological basis linking apparently disjunct effects of ocean warming, acidification and hypoxia in a so-called climate syndrome. In brief, warming-induced CO 2 accumulation in body fluids links to the effects of ocean acidification mediated by the weak acid distribution of CO 2 . Temperature-induced hypoxemia links to the hypoxia sensitivity of thermal tolerance. Future work will need to develop proxies for the temperature-dependent effects of climate-related stressors and also identify the principles operative in organisms other than animals and their underlying mechanisms. Mechanism-based modelling efforts are then needed to develop reliable organism to ecosystem projections of future change. 
INTRODUCTION
Climate change effects on marine ecosystems are investigated by marine researchers from various, apparently disconnected angles. Empirical studies have repeatedly elaborated effects on global and regional scales (e.g. Perry et al. 2005) and have led to projections of change adopting principles like temperature-dependent biogeography or body size (Cheung et al. 2009 (Cheung et al. , 2012 . However, the respective cause and effect understanding (e.g. has not been fully integrated into such efforts. Benefits of such understanding are a high reliability and certainty of the knowledge and attribution of presently detected effects to climate change, and also a high certainty in the projection of future effects. Understanding cause and effect requires physiological knowledge of the mechanisms driving effect as well as knowledge of the reasons for their compulsory responses (trade-offs and constraints) under a set of environmental conditions. Lastly, these mechanisms require testing under field conditions so as to demonstrate their involvement and their role as leverage in causing ecological effects.
Quantitative evidence linking physiological phenomena to ecosystem-level processes and change is currently still scarce. Moreover, the number of concepts suitable to integrating and linking physiological with ecological phenomena is limited. In animals, relevance of physiological effects in a climate change context at the ecosystem level has only been demonstrated for the concept of 'oxygen and capacity dependent thermal tolerance' (OCLTT). The functional capacity of oxygen supply systems, especially of cardio-circulation, to fully match demand and sustain aerobic scope is limited to a thermal window characterized by its species-and life stage-specific setting and width on the temperature scale (Fig. 1) . The principles of the OCLTT concept have been elaborated in representative species from va rious animal phyla: sipunculids, annelids, molluscs (bivalves, cephalopods), crustaceans and vertebrates (fishes). Recent evidence shows that the OCLTT principles likely also hold in air breathers relying on convective oxygen transport or in aquatic larvae of insects (Verberk & Bilton 2011) . These principles (see Pörtner 2001 , 2002a , Pörtner et al. 2004a have also been verified in larval stages of crustaceans (Storch et al. 2009 ) as well as in small zooplankton (Seidl et al. 2005 ). These observations tie in with a more general picture of how ambient oxygen levels shape and limit animal life through oxygen availability and the associated parameters (diffusion coefficient, concentration including gas solubility) of Fick's First Law of Diffusion. The capacity to supply oxygen is limited by the functional capacity of the circulatory system in fishes and invertebrates (Pörtner et al. 2004b , Somero 2012 . Further limitation (in invertebrates) may involve the ventilatory system. In special cases, such as in adult crustaceans, ventilation of the egg masses is also limited by capacity (Cohen & Strathmann 1996 , Fernandez et al. 2000 , Woods & Moran 2008 . The balance between oxygen supply and demand shapes the dependence of maximum body size in marine invertebrate phyla on temperature-dependent oxygen availability (Chapelle & Peck 1999 , Pörtner 2002b . These principles thus appear unifying in shaping the environmental border conditions of aquatic and possibly terrestrial animal life (Pörtner & Farrell 2008) . They may also help to understand the nature and changes in biotic interactions (competition, predator−prey relationships) from the physiologies of interacting species (see below, Pörtner & Farrell 2008 , Pörtner 2010 .
Applicability of the OCLTT concept to climate change questions would depend on its verification at the ecosystem level. Few studies have established such clear links between laboratory and field studies. Such field studies would report a climate-induced effect at the ecosystem level, and laboratory studies would establish the physiological reasons for such an effect (e.g. Anestis et al. 2007 , 2008 , Pörtner & Knust 2007 , Katsikatsou et al. 2012 . Existing findings thus corroborate the applicability of the OCLTT concept. After its verification, this concept can also be used in the interpretation of field observations even when the underlying physiology has not (yet) been established. Nonetheless, further investigations still need to identify relevant details in the complex relationships between climate-dependent physiology and ecology. In this context, more traditional concepts require reinvestigation and, if possible, integration into OCLTT. For example, studies of thermal biology have often identified characters in isolation (such as critical thermal maxima or lethal limits) which are not directly but only distantly related to field observations or the effect of climate change. Studies may also have selected individual, e.g. cellular, stress indicators (Fig. 1B) which fit the context of OCLTT, but the whole organism aspects have not been included. Arrhenius slopes and break point temperatures studied at the whole-animal level frequently remained unexplained. Integration and interpretation of such findings in the OCLTT context is warranted and often feasible. While the identification and debate of mechanistic details are going on and group-or species-specific features or twists are being identified (e.g. Pörtner 2010 , Eliason et al. 2011 , Schulte et al. 2011 ), this does not question the general applicability of the OCLTT concept as supported by a rising number of field investigations.
Overall, the physiological processes underlying OCLTT shape the performance curve of a species, commonly exemplified in the temperature-dependent growth patterns observed. Oxygen limitation under warm conditions is predominantly caused by the limited capacity of the circulatory system to maintain aerobic scope despite rising baseline energy and thus oxygen demand reflected in the standard metabolic rate (SMR). Thermal limits can thus be shifted in two ways, by increasing or decreasing capacity and by increasing or decreasing SMR. Both capacity and SMR are interdependent such that limits result as a tradeoff between the two. Optimized oxygen supply to tissues between low and high pejus temperatures (top) combined with the kinetic stimulation of performance rates by warming supports temperature-dependent performance and a functional optimum (i.e. an optimum of aerobic scope) close to upper pejus temperature. Note that in sub-polar and polar climates, due to falling oxygen demand and rising oxygen concentrations, the oxygen limitation of cold tolerance may not be seen, leaving a limitation through functional capacity (Wittmann et al. 2012) . (B) According to the involvement of various physiological and biochemical processes in characterizing the various phases of thermal limitation, a set of parameters results which can be used as indicators of the thermal limitation process depending on temperature and over time. Note that the passive tolerance range is a relevant component of the niche in cases when organisms regularly experience extreme temperatures Depending on the climate regime studied, capacity limitation in the cold may or may not go hand in hand with oxygen limitation, as metabolic rate falls and high oxygen solubility in media and body fluids causes oxygen availability to be in excess under cold conditions. While oxygen deficiency in the cold develops in warm temperate species, it is alleviated in sub-polar and polar species (e.g. Wittmann et al. 2012, Fig. 1A) . This review and position paper provides the most recent update on the OCLTT concept and extends to a treatment of its roles in understanding patterns of change in the field and how the mechanistic links between thermal tolerance and other factors relevant in climate change can be identified.
If alternative concepts exist that are equally powerful, similarities, differences and links to OCLTT would need to be clearly identified. However, I am presently not aware of concepts that would be equally as integrative as the OCLTT concept in animals. Some apparent alternatives can in fact be understood to emphasize various aspects that would be linked to OCLTT or where OCLTT would provide the links between the various approaches. Concepts clearly linking to the mechanistic framework of OCLTT include temperature-dependent reaction norms (Tewksbury et al. 2008) , which mirror the level of aerobic scope in OCLTT (this paper). Long-term lethal limits (Peck et al. 2009 ) result from the exploitation of passive tolerance in OCLTT (Pörtner 2010) . Thermal acclimatization and adaptation at transcriptomic and proteomic levels (Stillman 2003 , Lucassen et al. 2006 , Somero 2012 , Tomanek 2012 link to associated shifts in pejus and critical tolerance limits ). Studies of membrane or protein structure (Somero 2012) relate to whole-organism functional capacity at various temperatures and contribute to understanding how pejus and critical limits are set at the whole-organism level . Energy budgeting and efficiency (Sokolova et al. 2012 ) mirror the width and position of the thermal window on the temperature scale (Pörtner 2006) . Changes in species interactions including predation and associated biodiversity changes (Harley 2011 ) may result from differential performance levels and their relative shifts in interacting species (Pörtner & Farrell 2008, see below) . In general, studies at molecular and biochemical levels can be interpreted to identify the foundation of functional capacity and thus OCLTT. It therefore seems that overall, concepts should be brought together more, rather than being presented as parallel alternatives.
EVIDENCE LINKING OCLTT AND FIELD PHENOMENA Fishes
The examples discussed here all include field data and performance indicators, thereby linking to the OCLTT concept. First evidence for the concept being applicable to the ecosystem level came from a comparison of field and laboratory data in eelpout Zoarces viviparus from the German Wadden Sea (Pörtner & Knust 2007) . Summer extreme temperatures negatively affected population dynamics and caused a loss in the population, starting with the largest individuals. Laboratory studies confirmed that processes related to OCLTT, especially cardiocirculatory limitation and the allometry of oxygen limitation, explain these patterns. Onset of hypoxemia and capacity loss explains the loss of fitness upon warming and occurs in the largest individuals first. Reduced heat tolerance in larger specimens of a species suggests that especially spawners with their additional biomass of eggs and sperm are sensitive to warm temperatures . In Atlantic cod Gadus morhua, spawning may therefore occur in winter or early spring and even then, warming interferes, as indicated by the clear effect of winter warming on cod distribution (Perry et al. 2005) . Early life stages may also be sensitive during the time when circulatory and ventilatory systems are not fully developed. On large latitudinal scales in the oceans, the pressure to thermally specialize may contribute to the strong differentiation of Atlantic cod into populations which specialize on the regional climate and display thermal windows different from each other, as a result of regional (i.e. local) adaptation . Local adaptation leads to genetically distinct natural populations of a species (Sanford & Kelly 2011 , Sotka 2012 , possibly as a result of selection from a wide inter-individual geno-and phenotypic variability in the larval population.
OCLTT is also involved in constraining the spawning migrations of Pacific salmon in the Fraser River, BC, Canada ). The thermal limitation of swimming capacity in the warming river prevents adult spawners from reaching their upstream spawning grounds. Differences between stocks relate to differences in cardiac capacity and functioning (Eliason et al. 2011) . Atlantic salmon Salmo salar or Pacific sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka do not feed during spawning migrations (Doucett et al. 1999 , Cooke et al. 2004 . They thereby protect their aerobic scope from being compromised by the cost of food processing. This not only benefits their aerobic scope for swimming, but in light of OCLTT, this also maximizes their heat tolerance. However, the capacity to maximize exercise performance will be timelimited under these conditions, as high energetic demands will ultimately cause starvation and muscle wastage.
A study of the metabolic background of temperature-related tolerances in various age (0+ and 2+) and size groups of Atlantic salmon contributes to an understanding of how thermal limits relate to behavioural changes (Breau et al. 2011) . A behavioural shift associated with aggregations in coldwater sites occurs in older and larger individuals (2+) when warming drives their basal metabolic rate up to its maximum and leads to an accumulation of lactate, indicating that anaerobic pathways are recruited at beyond critical temperatures. This metabolic shift might be elicited by hypoxemia, which is thermally induced inside the organism. Lactate accumulation likely acts as an alarm signal, then causing behavioural hypothermia, a shift of preferred temperature to lower values (Pörtner et al. 1994) .
In light of this progress in our understanding of cause and effect in climate change impact on organisms, any field data containing information on a performance term like growth or reproduction may also become explainable with OCLTTrelated hypotheses. Certainly, supporting such explanations would require laboratory investigations of the physiological background. An example emphasizing how thermal specialization explains sensitivity, productivity and large-scale ecological phenomena such as non-linear shifts in the species composition of ecosystems (regime shifts), is one of sardines and anchovies in the Japanese Sea. The thermal windows of growth and reproduction overlap in the 2 species but differ in their position on the temperature scale (Takasuka et al. 2007 (Takasuka et al. , 2008 . This explains why warming caused anchovies to thrive and in crease in abundance while sardine populations collapsed at the same time.
Specialization on regional climate associated with specific limits to thermal acclimation is also evident in field data on young banded morwong Cheilodactylus spectabilis and their growth and distribution in the Tasman Sea (Australia, New Zealand). Growth data from otolith readings over the range of field temperatures according to the biogeography of the species yield the species-specific thermal performance curve (growth) (Neuheimer et al. 2011) . On the cold side of the thermal window, left of the optimum, the data indicate a warming-induced increase in growth and a shift in distribution range, whereas beyond the thermal optimum, a warming-induced decrease in growth rate occurs reflecting the warm side of the performance curve (Fig. 2) . Interestingly, field growth data falling on the warm side indicate that the species has some limited scope to reduce its temperature-dependent performance and to still persist in the ecosystem studied before performance levels become too low. At the species distribution boundary, warm acclimation would be expected to involve trade-offs in cellular and metabolic design and energy budget and allocation (cf. Pörtner & Lannig 2009 ). Especially the down-regulation of mitochondrial densities and their maintenance costs under warm conditions may contribute to a lowering of SMR and, as a consequence, aerobic scope for growth with the benefit of enhanced heat tolerance. This also results through a reduction in maximum body size such that smaller individuals of a species are more heat tolerant and can persist in warmer waters (cf. Pörtner et The examples discussed provide evidence that fishes experience their acute upper thermal limits of aerobic scope in the field. Aerobic scope fuels rates of growth as in benthic eelpout and banded morwong or swimming activity as in migrating salmon. These findings suggest that species operate in the field up to their specific limits of warm acclimation capacity. These environmental conditions represent those limiting the distribution limits of the species. In essence, all of these data emphasize the usefulness of interpreting data from well-controlled laboratory experiments in the context of environmental data from the field and vice versa.
Coastal and intertidal invertebrates
Further examples come from studies in the Mediterranean. Submersed mussels (Mytilus galloprovincialis, Modiolus barbatus) were observed and experimentally exposed to various temperatures in the lab and in the field (Anestis et al. 2007 , 2008 , Katsikatsou et al. 2012 . Lab findings were compared to those gained in submersed mussels at field temperatures throughout the year. Field experiments transposed some animals to water depths with different temperature regimes. These studies in permanently submersed mussels exclude the complications introduced by air exposure in the intertidal zone and allowed the researchers to clearly identify those phenomena related to the seasonal temperature regime.
During summer heat as well as winter cold in the field, even these submersed mussels exploited the heat shock response (Anestis et al. 2007 , 2008 , Katsikatsou et al. 2012 . These findings indicate that despite slow seasonal temperature change, animals reach the extreme ends of their thermal windows, beyond their thermal range of aerobic scope and in their passive range of thermal tolerance (extreme pejus and pessimum range, Fig. 1A ). The range of ambient temperatures thus matches the thermal window, reflecting tight thermal specialization and limits to acclimatization capacity. Furthermore, the exploit ation of the heat shock response indicates that vertical zonation of submersed mussels is co-determined by their capacity of time-limited passive resistance to temperature extremes. This indicates that these sessile species live where ambient temperatures periodically exceed the limits of sustained aerobic scope. These findings likely also relate to the capability of these mussels to thrive in intertidal habitats. Here, the southern distribution limits of intertidal mussels (Mytilus edulis) correlate with their lethal limits, an observation which also emphasizes that these mussels exploit their passive range of tolerance (Jones et al. 2009 ). Temperature, however, shapes distribution in the intertidal zone together with wave splash, emersion time and desiccation stress (Harley & Helmuth 2003) .
The capacity for acclimatization is likely very strong and the resulting shift in thermal window very wide in temperate zone species settling in the intertidal zone. Wittmann et al. (2008) and Schröer et al. (2009) demonstrated such shifts in the intertidal lugworm Arenicola marina according to season and climate zone. Such acclimatization capacity is reflected in the up-regulation of metabolic capacity upon cold exposure and the down-regulation of metabolic costs in warm conditions, such that residual aerobic scope remains sufficiently high. A thermal niche results, within which the acute thermal window shifts with acclimatization. The borders of the niche are characterized by the limits of acclimatization capacity (Fig. 3) 278 Fig. 3 . The oxygen-and capacity-limited thermal tolerance (OCLTT) concept and its underlying mechanisms provide an understanding of performance shifts between seasons and the associated patterns of acclimatization, understood as a shift of acute thermal windows within the limits of the thermal niche (left, after Pörtner 2010) (see Fig. 2 legend) . They also explain shifts in large-scale, temperature-dependent biogeography and climate sensitivity in the marine realm which involve a contraction of the available niche space on the warm side and a widening on the cold side of the temperature-dependent distribution range (center, after Beaugrand 2009). The temperature-dependent distribution range matches the thermal niche (right) and would match the niche realized at the ecosystem level (cf. Pörtner et al. 2010) . A recent study by Marshall et al. (2011) illustrates how intertidal snails (Echinolittorina malaccana) undergo acute acclimatization during low tide and down-regulate their metabolic costs acutely, upon warm exposure, possibly by exploiting strategies of metabolic depression when in air. The onset of the heat shock response is then delayed to a breakpoint temperature beyond which energy demand finally rises. These findings suggest that the down-regulation of metabolic costs under warm conditions may characterize the temperature range of constant metabolism of intertidal ectotherms already described by Newell (1969) . The OCLTT concept would characterize this phase of apparent thermal insensitivity as the exploitation of a wide pejus range during which SMR remains constant upon warming. Aerobic scope becomes constrained and performance declines, but the transition to anaerobic metabolism is likely shifted to higher temperatures. The breakpoint temperature may in fact be equivalent to the critical temperature, which is characterized by the onset of anaerobic metabolism, in parallel to the onset of the heat shock response. Phenomena seen on large latitudinal scales in the oceans are found on small scales in coastal and intertidal environments. Even within the intertidal zone, and similar to large-scale observations, local adaptation on small scales leads to genetically distinct natural populations of a species and plays an important role in governing survival and distribution patterns (Sanford & Kelly 2011) .
Generalizations
The examples of pelagic fish and coastal and intertidal invertebrates discussed here indicate that there are physiological limits to the realized niches of ectothermic species , which are associated with the limits of their acclimatization capacity (Stillman 2003) . Acute thermal windows are narrower than this thermal niche, and the width and position of the acute window can shift widely with seasonal acclimatization (Fig. 3) . Associated with this shift are shifts in baseline energy turnover and in aerobic scope as well as reallocations from the energy budget to crucial performances like growth, reproduction and behaviour. The comparison of ectotherms from various climates suggests that thermal specialization occurs for the sake of energy savings which are highest with narrow thermal windows in the permanent or seasonal cold (Pörtner 2006 ).
Intertidal and coastal species exploit the range of passive tolerance more than oceanic species, as a regular add-on to the acute thermal window (Fig. 1 , not differentiated in Fig. 3 ). On shorter, e.g. diurnal, time scales in the intertidal zone, the exploitation of metabolic depression saves energetic cost. While this may contribute to aerobic scope reduction upon warming beyond pejus limits, it would cause an upward shift in critical temperature. Then, beyond critical limits, metabolic depression reduces the degree of anaerobic energy production and extends the time limits of passive tolerance (cf. Fig. 5) .
Furthermore, it needs to be emphasized that the examples reported only take a snapshot glimpse out of the whole life cycle of a species. Thermal windows are dynamic and may change from the gamete through egg, embryo, larval, juvenile and adult stages to adult spawners (Pörtner & Farrell 2008) .
Providing cause and effect not only means linking ecological and physiological whole-organism phenomena but also means linking levels of biological organisation from ecosystem down to molecular and up. Unravelling the connections between levels of biological organisation, from genomic, molecular to cellular, individual and population levels, is crucial in understanding why organisms specialize on a limited range of environmental temperatures, and conversely, why and how the genomes and their intraspecific variability define the thermal sensitivity of species and their populations (cf. Kassahn et al. 2009 ). Scopes for acclimatization (phenotypic plasticity in physiology and behaviour) and adaptation (evolutionary shifts in morphology, physiology and behaviour) that together define species resilience require study at various life stages (eggs, larvae, juveniles, adults), as thermal windows as well as sensitivities to other factors vary between these stages.
The OCLTT concept has been proposed as a suitable umbrella integrating effects at various levels of biological organisation, from genome via molecular, cellular, whole organism to ecosystem (Pörtner 2002a (Pörtner , 2010 . It thereby allows integrating phenomena that have been reported for one organisational level in isolation (e.g. heat shock protein expression or proteomics in general) and can now be re-interpreted in a larger context. For example, thermal specialization and associated energy savings in Antarctic stenotherms, largely exemplified in fish, typically involve reduced aerobic and anaerobic capacity, large myocytes with low capacities for ion exchange, the use of lipid body stores for low-cost neutral buoyancy and low-cost oxygen distribution by diffusion due to high density of lipid membranes. Excess oxygen availabil-ity at high oxygen solubility and low metabolic rates in the cold allow for the loss of haemoglobin and even myoglobin in some icefishes and the loss of the heat shock response in notothenioid fishes in general (for review see Pörtner et al. , 2011 . The other side of the coin of such adaptations is a high sensi tivity to heat exposure, which in fact correlates with blood haemoglobin content (haematocrit) of Antarctic fishes, thereby reconfirming applicability of the OCLTT concept to Antarctic species (Beers & Sidell 2011) .
As a corollary, specialization on temperature likely supports maximized energy efficiency. Efficiency results from trade-offs at several hierarchical levels, from molecular structure to whole-organism functioning. For aerobic scope to be available requires staying within the aerobic thermal window; however, this may not be possible and thus may be discontinuous in some cases such as in the intertidal. Allocation of a sufficient fraction of time to staying within the aerobic temperature range appears obligatory for the sustenance of fitness and crucial life history phases (Pincebourde et al. 2008 , Marshall et al. 2011 as reinterpreted here). The intervals of passive tolerance do not support growth or reproduction. Thermal stress thus causes performance losses, associated with hypo xemia and capacity limitations in warm conditions, and capacity limitations (associated with hypo xemia or not) at the cold end of the thermal envelope. The range of passive tolerance is regularly exploited in intertidal species and involves systemic and cellular stress signals like hormonal responses or oxidative stress. Stress protection is provided by mechanisms like metabolic depression, antioxidative defence or the expression of heat shock proteins. All of these indicators find their place and represent relevant components in the OCLTT window concept (Fig. 1B, cf. Fig. 5) . Thermal acclimatization or adaptation cause thermal windows to shift, to change their widths or to adjust the shape of the performance curve. This happens between seasons or during adaptation to a climate regime or during local adaptation to variable local conditions.
BEST PRACTICE APPROACHES
Application of the OCLTT concept to various examples from diverse marine habitats leads one to ask about the best practice of its application, especially when it is applied by scientists from various disciplines, in this case either physiologists or ecologists. Each scientist may do this from different, apparently disconnected angles. The examples selected here indicate recent twists in the application of the concept and also the consequences once the relevance of integration is ignored.
A crucial aspect, which requires careful implementation with respect to the OCLTT concept, is the most appropriate way to test aerobic scope. This is best done by investigating the scope for aerobic performances like growth, or locomotion in steady state, including steady-state swimming or repeated spontaneous, non-stressful activities, and possibly reproductive output. These performances are those displayed by the species in nature but to various degrees, depending on the season and, most importantly, depending on its mode of life. A key element should therefore be the careful consideration of species-specific functional characteristics. For example, in highly mobile pelagic species, exercise is fuelled aerobically up to very high steady-state exercise levels, until anaerobic metabolism kicks in above critical swimming speeds (Pörtner 2002b , Lurman et al. 2007 . Transition to functional anaerobiosis should be avoided in assays determining OCLTT, as stress hormones will become involved and push for non-steady state performance or affect limiting thresholds. Maximum aerobic metabolic rate can have an anaerobic component and would then be less suitable.
More sluggish demersal and benthic species display a smaller aerobic scope for exercise or do not display a capacity for continuous exercise at all. In extreme cases such as infaunal species, locomotion is mostly fuelled anaerobically, and not suitable as an indicator of aerobic scope. The resulting thermal window and optimum would apply for anaerobic metabolism and must not be the same as for aerobic metabolism. Furthermore, if experimental conditions place animals outside their preferred modes of behaviour or performance, a stress response may result, leading to un favour able feedback on the parameters to be tested. As a corollary, aerobic scope should be tested as close as possible to the living conditions and behaviours seen in the natural habitat of the species.
Another key facet and potential dilemma involved in studying such a concept is the human factor. Individual scientists may be motivated to add their own twists to the interpretation of an overarching concept or to focus on selected aspects without being aware of relevant implications and their own biases. This may have the consequences of being too reductionist or of testing and discussing these selected aspects out of comprehensive context. Erroneous conclusions and misleading implications may result. Comprehensive testing of an overarching concept such as OCLTT in relevant case studies is important. Also, research needs to address the question of how to best integrate new findings. Such an approach would then also allow discovering new and relevant aspects and thereby developing the concept further.
The recent case study by Marshall et al. (2011) tested the OCLTT concept in littorinid intertidal snails. Their findings can successfully be integrated, with no need to classify them as being 'in contrast' to existing theory. In fact, their paper concludes that metabolic resting rate per se is important in shaping thermal tolerance. The principle role of resting or standard metabolic rate (SMR) is in fact a relevant component of the OCLTT concept. A low SMR in the thermal optimum characterizes sluggish species like the intertidal snail which exploits metabolic depression and passive tolerance more than active species. In contrast, a high SMR in the thermal optimum characterizes highly mobile, energetic species and supports high net aerobic scope as seen for example in squids or active teleosts. Due to high energy demand, their capacity for passive tolerance is extremely limited.
In general, if baseline oxygen demand or SMR rises from the thermal optimum to beyond upper pejus and then to critical limits, this indicates the development of constraints on aerobic scope. During temperature change, the adjustment of such resting rates thus is an integral part of the warm-acclimation process. This involves the down-regulation of mitochondrial cost (through proton leakage) and capacity as well as cost savings at the level of the cellular membrane. Thereby, the otherwise limiting increment of cost and associated SMR in warm conditions can be delayed and occur at higher temperatures. However, this likely occurs at the expense of aerobic scope such that the down-regulation of resting rate will also cause down-regulation of maximum aerobic metabolic rate (see Fig. 5 ). The key issue is that processes are intertwined between levels of biological organisation and between functional states. Looking at a level or process in isolation may be misleading with respect to how the full picture and the associated trade-offs develop. Specific modes of life as in the intertidal zone may include interesting modifications of individual processes contributing to OCLTT but not to the extent that alternative concepts are needed. The example of the banded morwong (Fig. 2) indicates that acclimatization or evolutionary adaptation to warm temperatures would not necessarily lead to beneficial acclimation in terms of maximized performance, but the decrease in growth seen in warm conditions likely results from trade-offs between all performances undertaken and/or from a decrease in maximum performance achieved in terms of aerobic energy turnover (see above).
ROLE OF HABITAT CHARACTERISTICS: MULTIPLE FACTORS
Experimental biology has traditionally focused on analysing responses to one environmental factor at a time and has treated the responding processes and mechanisms in isolation. However, palaeo-and ongoing climate changes involve changes and effects of various factors, making it difficult to disentangle the overall response and attribute elements thereof to individual factors. As a precondition, a comprehensive understanding of the full response of organisms to environmental change will only be possible from an integrative understanding of the interaction between factors and the synergistic, additive or antagonistic nature of effects.
Variability of environmental factors, especially temperature, differs between habitats. In the open ocean, temperature changes develop together with progressive hypoxia caused by enhanced stratification and oxygen demand of warming oceans (Stramma et al. 2008) . Progressive carbon dioxide accumulation leads to ocean acidification, the degree of which depends on emission scenarios (Caldeira & Wickett 2005 , Cao & Caldeira 2008 . At increasing depths, the anthropogenic CO 2 signal adds to already enhanced CO 2 levels originating from microbial respiration of organic matter, which leads to the development of oxygen minimum zones (Brewer & Peltzer 2009 , Brewer 2009 , Hofmann et al. 2011 . The stochastic occurrence of extreme changes in any of these factors would exacerbate the effects of these progressive trends. However, this projection may be premature, as variability may have positive feedbacks on resistance (hardening). Regular extremes in temperature, hypoxia and hypercapnia characterize the seasonal and diurnal variability in intertidal zones.
Beyond changes in temperature, CO 2 and hypoxia levels, salinity may change due to freshening of surface layers during enhanced river runoff or during ice melt in Arctic oceans (Denman et al. 2011) . In coastal areas, pollution, e.g. by heavy metals, may interact with the other factors . For an integration of effects of various environmental factors, the concepts elaborated for the effects of individual factors should merge, preferably on a common denominator. As a basis for such integration, temperature, hypoxia and CO 2 all affect energy turnover in relation to oxygen supply and demand. Temperature is the most ubiquitous, overarching and pervasive of these factors, as it shapes key characteristics of all marine life and ecosystems. For a comprehensive picture, it has therefore been suggested (Pörtner 2010 ) that tem perature can be used as a matrix indicator such that the effects of the other factors occur on a landscape of temperature and its variability. Furthermore, interactions of the other factors with temperature change key temperature-dependent functions relevant for fitness and at the ecosystem level (see above). Therefore, the OCLTT concept has been proposed as a suit able integrator for specific effects of other climate-related stressors like ocean acidification and hypoxia or the effects of some pollutants (Pörtner 2010) . Building on the causality emerging from such integration, the levels and changes of performance and resistance can be quantified. Such changes then provide a link between physiology and ecology and thus an understanding of ecosystem level processes as needed for realistic estimates and projections of species and ecosystem sensitivities to environmental change.
It needs to be emphasized that the aerobic window of an animal may not encompass the full range of temperature variability in its habitat, for reasons of energy efficiency or because temperature extremes coincide with other stressors like hypoxia, hampering the full use of aerobic scope. All of this would decide whether the aerobic performance window only, or the passive sections of the thermal window, are also regularly exploited (as in the intertidal zone). This would involve the use of wholeorganism to molecular mechanisms supporting passive tolerance (see Fig. 5 ). In the intertidal zone, especially during daytime heat exposure at low tide, oxygen deficiency may develop rapidly and regularly for some species, e.g. due to oxygen deficiency or emersion from sea water. Constraints on respiration cause CO 2 to accumulate internally under such conditions. Animals then go into metabolic depression and with rising temperatures exploit the mechanisms of passive tolerance, by using anaerobic meta bolism, the heat shock response and antioxidative defence mechanisms beyond critical temperatures. Use of these mechanisms and their species-specific capacities will extend the time period of survival (cf. Pörtner 2010) but would not involve activities like foraging and reproduction or performances like growth and, therefore, is time limited. Foraging, growth and re production would largely take place during high tide periods and within the aerobic window (see above).
Various other environmental factors like CO 2 (ocean acidification), pollution or hypoxia are also subject to variability, partly depending on habitat characteristics like stratification or microbial oxygen demand or on the degree of anthropogenic influence, for example eutrophication. All of these pose additional stressors, which have been interpreted to constrain aerobic performance and fitness and narrow the thermal window. The scarcity of data suggests that CO 2 , hypoxia and heavy metals like cadmium display synergistic interactions with temperature at thermal extremes, whereas effects may be antagonistic in the central section of the thermal window. For example, warming from lower pejus temperature (T p ) to the thermal optimum may aid ion exchange capacity and thereby improve CO 2 resistance. Upon warming to higher than upper pejus and critical limits, however, aerobic scope and associated active CO 2 resistance fall, as concluded from a downward shift of critical temperatures under elevated CO 2 levels (Walther et al. 2009 ).
Hypoxia decreases oxygen availability and thereby causes a narrowing of thermal windows due to exacerbated body fluid hypoxemia. Similarly, CO 2 accumulation causes a narrowing of thermal windows, likely through a pH-induced decrease in tissue functional capacity, strongest at thermal extremes. Some pollutants cause an increase in SMR and, thereby, a downward shift in upper thermal limits. These processes function as links between the effects of individual factors as outlined below. Weak acid distribution of CO 2 (Fig. 4) provides access to an integrated understanding of apparently disconnected effects of ocean acidification on whole-organism processes. Disturbances in acid−base status and differential acid−base regulation in various compartments lead to different levels of pH, bicarbonate and carbonate and affect cellular, including neuronal, functioning or calcification, the latter set by the resulting calcium carbonate saturation at calcification sites (cf. Pörtner 2008) . As an example, this principle mediates the correlation between calcification rates and calcium carbonate saturation levels in the water, the pattern of correlation being influenced by pH compensation capacity (e.g. McCulloch et al. 2012) . Overall, hypoxia and CO 2 constrain active tolerance to thermal extremes and rather stimulate the mechanisms supporting passive tolerance by enforcing metabolic depression (Fig. 5) , for example via a decrease in body fluid pH or an accumulation of adenosine in nervous tissues (Reipschläger & Pörtner 1996 , Reipschläger et al. 1997 . This may be useful for extending passive tolerance periods as in the intertidal. The dimensions of the thermal windows thus appear flexible, not only due to acclimation or local adaptation under a changing seasonal temperature regime but also in response to acute and progressive (climate related) stressor effects (shifting regimes of temperature, hypoxia, CO 2 , biotic stressors). This flexibility and the mechanisms used are covered by the OCLTT concept in animals as outlined above. Certainly, further re search needs to complement the details such as the chain of signalling events. Again it remains to be explored whether the associated principles may also work for organisms other than animals, based on similar or specific sets of mechanisms.
Recent examples that confirm the hypothesis of a narrowing thermal window under the effect of additional stressors (Pörtner & Farrell 2008 , Pörtner 2010 in lab and field studies include CO 2 effects on thermal limits in crustaceans (Metzger et al. 2007 , Walther et al. 2009 , Findlay et al. 2010 ), on aerobic scope at thermal limits in fishes (Munday et al. 2009 ) and on performance under thermal extremes in 283 Fig. 4 . Consideration of weak acid distribution of CO 2 leads to an integrated understanding of apparently disconnected effects of ocean acidification on whole organism processes like (A) cellular, including neuronal, functioning or (B) calcification at internal sites, elicited via disturbances and compensatory adjustments in acid− base status. In (B), the correlative relationship between water properties and compartmental effects depends on the capacity for pH regulation associated with the compensation of compartmental pH disturbances mediated by increasing bi carbonate levels •-fold. Carbonates are formed depending on bicarbonate concentration and the dissociation constant of bicarbonate pK 2 ', in relation to the pH reached. Omega (Ω) is also heavily influenced by the level of calcium set in various compartments. Note the amplification of carbonate levels and calcium carbonate saturation resulting at calcification sites (factorial ion ratios [black dots] across compartmental barriers are valid for marine invertebrates, assuming similar calcium levels across extracellular compartments and in water). α: solubility coefficient for CO 2 . Note that the depiction of ion exchange mechanisms is incomplete corals (via CO 2 -enhanced bleaching, Anthony et al. 2008) . In a climate change scenario, with thermal tolerance likely limited and not sufficiently dynamic on relevant time scales, animals are then brought to the long-term edges of their thermal window earlier. Furthermore, CO 2 sensitivity is thermally enhanced such that warming oceans combined with progressive CO 2 accumulation would lead to an earlier effect of CO 2 . At the borders of the thermal envelope, hypoxemia and associated CO 2 accumulation in body fluids would exacerbate the stress response. These aspects of enhanced sensitivity to CO 2 remain insufficiently explored in organisms from all climate zones.
Evidence for changes in the field induced by anthro pogenic CO 2 is largely lacking for extant marine ecosystems, possibly because specific effects of CO 2 on marine ecosystems may still be small. A decrease in calcification rates has been observed in some coral reefs (De'ath et al. 2009 ); however, this observation likely includes stressful effects of ocean warming, which has repeatedly elicited bleaching and consequently a decrease in coral cover starting in the late 1970s to early 1980s. Elevated CO 2 tensions were found to enhance the bleaching response (Anthony et al. 2008) , but the contribution of CO 2 to the present trends of decreased calcification has not been quantified. Nonetheless, the performance principles of the OCLTT concept also seem applicable to the special case of reef corals and will in the future likely include effects of rising ambient CO 2 levels.
The width of the thermal window is crucial in this context. It has been hypothesized that it is wider in animals displaying high resting metabolic rates (in the thermal optimum) and high functional capacities of activity and associated metabolic pathways. These features are displayed by animals exposed to high climate variability in (sub-)polar areas like the (sub-) Arctic (Pörtner 2006) . Within an ecosystem, these features are also displayed by the more agile species. Animals with an elevated SMR are also those possessing a high capacity in acid− base regulation to handle respiratory CO 2 accumulation and anaerobic metabolic disturbances of acid− base status once energy demand increases beyond aerobic metabolic rates. These patterns would be associated with high levels of aerobic scope and energy turnover as seen in active compared to sluggish species in general, or in sub-Arctic species or populations compared to their temperate relatives. This differentiation may be the result of local adaptation from within-species genetic variability, which then also influences sensitivity to ocean acidification. Variable responses to CO 2 may result within the thermal optimum and thus reflect species-or population-specific CO 2 sensitivities in accordance with metabolic capacity. Sensitivity is likely higher overall at the edges of the thermal window but may also vary in a species-specific manner. Accordingly, variability between individuals would depend on where in the thermal window the response occurs. A resulting hypothesis to be tested by meta-analyses would be that both extended eurythermy and low sensitivity to ocean acidification may go hand in hand, in the same climate zone (according to active versus sluggish mode of life) and when comparing related species or their populations from various climates. Such effects are likely strongest towards the cold end of the temperature scale (Pörtner 2004 (Pörtner , 2006 ; however, examples from temperate zones with variable temperatures (such as in temperate continental seas, e.g. the Black Sea or the Mediterranean) need to be included in such comparisons. The combined and synergistic effects of various stressors and the assessment of the overall sensitivities may in fact lead to a clearer distinction between functional groups and their response to climate change. Such categorization has been carried out by Knoll et al. (1996 Knoll et al. ( , 2007 and Knoll & Fischer (2011) , for the Permian Triassic mass extinction event, indicating an apparent role for CO 2 in line with functional differentiations between affected groups. Contributions by other stressors have not been as prominent, although this phenomenon does not exclude the effects of other stressors. It may just be that among synergistic stressors, effects of ambient CO 2 are only apparently selective between groups, for various reasons. Present evidence suggests that effects of extreme temperatures, hypoxia and CO 2 develop synergistically; extreme temperatures also come with an inherent CO 2 and hypox(em)ia effect (by causing hypoxemia and associated internal CO 2 accumulation; Figs. 5 & 6). CO 2 effects on physiological processes like calcification (cf. Pörtner 2008) will likely also become involved under any condition causing CO 2 to accumulate internally in the organism. Respiratory constraints at extreme temperatures or during hypoxic hypercapnic exposure in oxygen minimum zones or in the intertidal cause CO 2 accumulation and associated acid− base disturbances eliciting metabolic depression (Pörtner 1982 , Pörtner et al. 1998 , Zittier et al. 2012 Fig. 6 ). Ex treme temperatures at the edges of the thermal envelope in fact include effects on organismal physiology via hypoxemia and CO 2 accumulation. Such integration easily illustrates that the synergistic interactions of ambient hypoxia and CO 2 with extreme temperatures exacerbate any effects developing internally at higher temperatures and are essentially an exacerbation of OCLTT.
Temperature, hypoxia and CO 2 signals can thus not easily be distinguished, as the temperature signal will strengthen the CO 2 and hypoxia signals and vice versa. Sensitivity thresholds to ocean acidification (OA) will change depending on temperature and thermal limits; conversely, sensitivity thresholds to temperature will change depending on exposure to OA and hypoxia. Accordingly, while the fossil record witnesses a categorization according to OA effects, these would also develop under long-term temperature change and hypoxia and be most expressed once OA, temperature extremes and hypoxia develop concomitantly. These considerations would explain observations where temperature extremes cause internal CO 2 accumulation and, thereby, phenomena similar to those caused by OA (cf. De'ath et al. 2009 ). These concerns lead to the question of whether a climate-related syndrome should be defined which encompasses the effects of factors changing in a parallel or interdependent way in both the water and in body fluids (e.g. excess respiration causing hypoxia and hypercapnia in stratified or isolated water bodies, freshening exacerbating acidification, temperature extremes causing organismal hypoxemia and hypercapnia). These considerations emphasize that one of the clearest future impacts of OA will be the enhancement of sensitivity to temperature extremes (see above). Only when organisms are within their thermal optimum and have access to normoxic and normocapnic water will they have typically low internal CO 2 levels, and only for organisms under these conditions are specific effects of anthropogenic OA conceivable (cf. Pörtner 2008) . Under all other conditions, combined effects of various environmental factors are likely.
As a corollary, the responses of energy turnover and budget, tissue functional capacities and the width of thermal windows related to environmental stressors support an integrative understanding of specialization on climate and, on the other side of the coin, of sensitivity to climate-related factors under the framework of OCLTT.
MICROBIAL ORGANISMS: BACTERIA AND PHYTOPLANKTON
The same set of questions as relevant for animals would likely apply to microbial organisms. The comparison of thermal limits across organism kingdoms supports 2 hypotheses: (1) limits fall with increasing levels of organisational complexity between prokaryotes and metazoans and (2) limits are set at the highest levels of functional integration, e.g. circulation, ventilation and neural control in animals (Pörtner 2002a) . Although maximum heat limits of some unicellular eukaryotic species are found above metazoan heat limits, ongoing warm-ing causes shifts of eukaryotic phytoplankton to higher latitudes, there by indicating lower heat limits and that large-scale biogeography of these orga nisms is also influenced by temperature (Thomas et al. 2012) . Furthermore, the growth rates of phytoplankton and bacteria follow the typical shape of temperature-dependent performance curves or reaction norms (Eppley 1972 , Ratkowsky et al. 1983 . Accordingly, species succession in communities is possibly co-determined by differential thermal windows of species and their plastic responses to other factors like light and nutrient availability. In line with the present focus on animals, when addressing the impact of cold or warmth on complex cellular or organismal functions, it is important to consider that both heat and cold sensitivity are intertwined. It is also important to focus on where in the thermal window and on the performance curve effects of additional drivers are being looked at. At unicellular levels, suitable (highest) functions shaping thermal limits would be (in pro karyotes) metabolic complexes, e.g. in membranes. In unicellular eukaryotes, an additional or key element would be the coordination of function between subcellular compartments (cytosol, mitochondria, chloroplasts). Accordingly, photosynthetic capacity also follows such reaction norms (Claquin et al. 2008 ) and may well shape the thermal consequences for the whole organism. By disturbing pH setpoints and challenging pH regulation mechanisms (Taylor et al. 2012) , OA may interact with temperature-dependent performances of unicellular algae in similar ways as outlined here for animals. Future research is needed to detail and complement this emerging picture. . Warming-induced hypoxemia and CO 2 accumulation as well as changes in energy cost provide the principal links between synergistic effects of temperature, hypoxia, ocean acidification and pollutants (see 'Role of habitat characteristics: multiple factors') in a warm-temperate animal species (cf. Fig. 1 ). Ambient hypoxia acts via reducing systemic oxygen tensions, thereby causing an upward shift in critical oxygen tension, Pc (indicating earlier transition to anaerobic metabolism in hypoxia), reducing performance capacity and aerobic scope and eliciting a narrowing of thermal windows. Elevated ambient and, thereby, elevated internal CO 2 levels according to weak acid distribution patterns and diffusion gradients (Fig. 4) also cause a narrowing of thermal windows. Once pH compensation remains insufficient at thermal extremes and, in some cases, in the active thermal range, lower functional capacities and reduced systemic oxygen tensions result, causing lower performance capacities. Such constraints are exacerbated by any increase in energy demand as elicited during exposure to pollutants (poll.) (expanded from Pörtner 2010)
THE NEXT LEVEL UP
The question arises how to implement these conceptual developments, which firmly rest on an integrative understanding of existing data, into an ecosystem level understanding. Cheung et al. (2009) adopted the thermal window approach using climate envelope modelling and, based on the relationships between present temperature and distribution ranges, drew a picture of the projected climate-induced shifts in species distributions across wide latitudinal clines. The dynamics of the thermal window through interaction with other factors, through acclimatization or through local adaptation was not taken into account. Development of such a mechanism-based approach would enhance certainty in the simplified projections of biogeographical consequences at the species level.
Such projections remain simplified, because shifts in distribution, population dynamics and competiveness at the ecosystem level might include climateinduced changes in species interactions and thus, community responses at the ecosystem level. The productivity of a species, including its reproductive output and the growth rates of its various life stages, is determined by a complex set of factors. As a further complication, these factors may shift over time. This not only includes the seasonal changes of abiotic factors and their feedback on performance, but also biotic interactions. The latter have traditionally been viewed separately and as another complexity level; however, they should also be integrated into the present generalized picture. The relative phenology and performance of species would be crucial in this context. Availability of prey may differ over time and follow different optima from that of the predator (Fig. 7) . This complexity may become accessible through knowledge of the performance curves of interacting species and their phenologies, which also define the temporal and thermal range of coexistence (Pörtner & Farrell 2008 ). In line with differential thermal ranges of organism groups or functions (e.g. heterotrophic bacteria versus photoautotrophic phyto plankton), this may also extrapolate to a temperature-dependent shift in functions from photoautotrophs dominating at higher (cooler) latitudes to heterotrophic bacteria progressively dominating at lower (warmer) latitudes (Hoppe et al. 2002) . At least for animals, the effects of various stressors can then be projected to affect the thermal range of coexistence and species interactions. . Conceptual model of how species interactions are affected by the synergistic effects of shifting temperatures, elevated CO 2 and exacerbating hypoxia levels (arrows, broken curves, left) on phenology and performance, at the ecosystem level (right). Depending on species-specific life styles and life stages, performance windows differ between species in an ecosystem where they show spatial (e.g. on latitudinal temperature clines, cf. Fig. 3 ) and temporal (e.g. during time-dependent, dynamic temperature changes) overlap. The model builds on a mechanistic understanding of how effects of hypoxia and CO 2 on performance combine on a thermal matrix defined by the OCLTT principles (dashed lines, left) and shape differential changes in temperature-dependent performance, e.g. under elevated CO 2 partial pressures (upward arrow in center) or hypoxia. Species-specific sensitivities and the resulting differential changes in performance define the range of temporal and spatial overlap of interacting species as well as their changes in interactions due to shifts in relative performance (modified from Pörtner & Farrell 2008) . These may involve changes in phenology, competition or susceptibility to predation
Commercial exploitation of marine species also modulates these relationships and can be integrated as just another inter acting species with variable predation (catch) efficiency and success. Any resulting changes in the population structure of predator or prey species would feed back on these relationships and thereby influence the sensitivity of marine ecosystems to climate change. It appears from these theoretical considerations that the OCLTT concept as calibrated against field phenomena and possibly developed into a mechanistic framework characterizing the climate syndrome provides a suitable framework for disentangling some of the complexities in these relationships at the eco system level. 
